How Do I Prepare a Wool Fleece for Show?

My name is Jennifer Fleury, I am the superintendent for the SAFF 2012 Wool Show and I co-own Fleury Sheep and Wool, LLC which is a custom fiber mill. I also raise Shetland and Corriedale sheep. Wool superintendents organize and facilitate the wool show and are separate from the Judge. I have seen many beautiful sheep fleeces come through my mill for processing into roving and yarn and I try to encourage my customers to send one or two of their best to the SAFF Wool Show. I have been repeatedly told that they don’t know how to begin so I decided to write a little bit about the process to help encourage people to participate in a very rewarding contest for anyone who labors for and loves sheep.

First of all, don’t be afraid! There’s nothing to lose but your small entry fee and lots of knowledge to be gained. Even if your fleece doesn’t win a ribbon you will be given the judge’s comments to help you on your way toward winning next time.

Once you’ve shorn that fleece which looks promising for show, check it for a wool break and check it in more than one place. Carefully remove a small lock, hold it at both ends and sharply yank the lock lengthwise. It should make a “ping” sound. If it crunches or tears, there’s a wool break and it’s disqualified for show. If the break is in the middle of a lock it might still be useable for hand spinning so don’t despair. If it’s partway down a lock it will no doubt be useable for felting. Once you’ve determined that your staple is sound and strong, you’re ready to proceed.

Lay it out flat on a skirting table, piece of plywood, picnic table or wherever you will be comfortable working on it for a while—shorn side up. First of all, you want it to be dry. Really, even if you don’t show it, I can’t stress this enough—even a slightly damp fleece will mildew and rot once it’s rolled up and left to sit in a plastic bag. A regular box fan blowing on it will dry nearly any fleece in a few hours. You’re going to keep the fleece in one big sheep-shaped piece, and just going to take out the stuff that’s no good for making beautiful yarn.

The next item on the list is skirting. Go around the outer edge of the fleece (the hem of the skirt, so to speak) and remove all the lanolin tags, the belly, leg and neck wool. Take out the bottom-most portion of the britch wool. Some breeds are meant to have distinctive britch areas and you don’t need to remove all of that but get the ugly and unusable stuff off of there. Remove all those second cuts. Second cuts are those short balls and hunks of fiber from when the shearer went over the same spot twice. Take them all out. When you think you’ve gotten them all, check again. Then once more. Second cuts are big strike in judging as they detract from the ease of hand spinning as well as the end product. If you are experienced enough to shake the fleece without breaking it into pieces, give it some good solid shakes and then pick the rest off by hand. It’ll help with VM as well. If you’re nervous shaking it, just plan to spend more time picking the stuff out.

Which brings us to the next item on the list—removing chaff and debris. Poop really isn’t welcome on the show table, so go ahead and put that in your compost. Turn the fleece so
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the shorn side is down and then take out the hay and straw, and plan to spend plenty of
time getting things like burdocks and thistle completely removed. Our lovely darlings
tend to get the most hay in the neck area because they are rude, pushy eaters. If it’s bad,
just pull that neck bit off. Pull it off if it’s felted, too, you don’t want that judged. If it
goes so far down the back that you’re changing the shape pulling off the bad fiber it’s
probably not a good candidate for show. Often the tie breaker between two fleeces is the
amount of vegetable matter left in one. The judge won’t unroll the fleece to count how
many pieces of hay are left in; he can feel it by reaching into the bag and giving the
fleece several strategic squishes. Do the same! Once you’ve worked on your fleece and
feel pretty good about how clean it is, walk away for awhile. Have some lunch and
answer some e-mail or start fresh in the morning. When you go back to your fleece, close
your eyes and put your hands on that wool and squeeze it. Do you feel the tell-tale
prickles of hay and seed heads? If so, give it a little more love until it feels as good as it
looks.

When you’re done you can fold it for show. Presentation counts and a properly rolled
fleece is part of that, so you might need to do this more than once until it looks nice. You
will start by having the shorn side down and take one long side (a front and a back leg
once stuck out of this edge) and fold it halfway in. Then take the other long side and fold
it halfway in, too, so the two long ends meet and make a “seam” down the centerline of
the sheep’s back. Then you’re going to take the short end that the sheep’s tail used to
stick out of and roll it toward the neck. You want this to be neat and compact, not loose
and floppy and not hard and distorting to the fleece. Everything that is now showing is
the shorn side of the fleece and it’s ready to bag. Don’t tie anything around the fleece.
You need a clear plastic bag that is neither so large for the fleece that it’s flopping
around in there nor so small that the fleece can’t be moved around a little in there. For
most fleeces a 32 gallon trash bag is about perfect but if you have a gigantic Corriedale
that has to be stuffed into that, look for a 45 gallon instead. Clear bags are often sold in
office supply chains and janitorial supply stores, sometimes in home improvement stores
as well. Put your fleece in so that the neck edge is down inside and the seamless rolled
surface is toward the opening. All that’s left now is filling out your entry form, paying
your fee and judging.

When your fleece is received for judging it is assigned a number, a division and a class
and the rest of your information is sealed until after the show. Nobody will know whose
fleece is the one being critiqued except you if you should choose to come to the judging.
And if you can come, please do! The judge will be making commentary to be included on
the judging form. You will get your own judging form back to help you with your next
entry but listening to the commentary on other fleeces can be invaluable, too. Your fleece
will be put into either the white or the naturally colored division. If it is mostly white with
a spot of another color, it will be put in the colored division. Then it is put into a class by
fineness of wool. Generally this will be Fine, (cormo, merino, ramboulliet, etc.) Medium,
(Corriedale, Tunis, Montadale, Columbia, BFL and Romeldale, etc.) Long, (this means
long wool breeds as well as other coarser fleeces such as Romney, Cottswold, Coopworth,
Wensleydale, Lincoln, Border Leicester, etc.) and Double Coated (Sometimes also
classed as Primitive and includes breeds like Shetland, Icelandic, Jacob and Karakul, etc.)
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If your Romeldale is exceptionally fine and you’d like to have it compete against cormos and merinos, you can enter it in the Fine class; it may be moved to another class by the judge in order to be fairly assessed, though.

The judge will have all fleeces from the division currently being judged brought to the table and the bags will be opened so he can see them all. He will test for strength (wool break or tenderness) and all fleeces with a break will be removed from the judging table. Anything with lots of visible VM or other debris will be the next to be removed. When everything that isn’t going to qualify is gone, what is left will be assessed. Things that make a fleece jump out at a judge are “brightness” of color, (the way a color can pop and catch your eye) sheen and luster, crimp, staple length and the consistency of the staple overall and even weight. Fleeces are being judged on suitability for hand spinning and fleeces being an average or heavier than average weight for their breed is a plus-sometimes a tie breaker. Frequently the deciding factor between two lovely fleeces is which is cleaner so all your hard work really pays off in that deciding moment. There will be people on hand to move and arrange fleeces and to record the judge’s comments for return to the producer. Ribbons are awarded for the best fleece in each class and a Champion (best in show) rosette is given to the nicest fleece of all. Often a Reserve Champion (runner up) is chosen and sometimes a Judge’s Choice (one fleece with exceptional character that the judge found particularly appealing) is also chosen. If the fleece has also been consigned to sale the comments and ribbons are sent on to you-the producer-and the buyer gets the fleece after the public has had some time to appreciate your fine work.

Now that you know what’s going to happen it doesn’t seem so intimidating, right? It’s probably no more work than you’ll put into your favorite fleeces anyway or the ones that you know will bring you top dollar. It’s inexpensive to enter and you can get valuable feedback as well as seeing how your work stacks up compared to your peers. You also lend a little part of yourself to what is the very heart and soul of a fiber festival-the fleece! Entering your hard work in the show is another way to link the knitters, spinners, felters and crocheters to the animals they adore and the farmers who make it all possible. It’s that zenith moment when you have completed your harvest and are ready to pass it on to the next stage of its life cycle.